Office the Principal, Biyani Law College Kalwar, Jobner Road
Jaipur, Rajasthan

Ref. BLC/Result /2019-20/ 45

Date: 25/08/2019

Notice

It is, gives, us immensely pleasure inform to all students of B.A. LLB. II semester five year integrated course for the academic session 2019-20 II year that the original marks-sheets has been received on 24-08-2019 from the University of Rajasthan, Jaipur, So timing of collection of their original II semester exam June 2019 marks-sheets is fixed up in every day i.e. from 8 to 2 pm at Kalwar Jobner Road Campus Jaipur,

It is, further intimate if any willing students want to fill up their revaluation from they can apply Within 15 days from declaration of their result and the online revaluation form can be fill up any e-mitra center and further sent it directory to University of Rajasthan office cash counter along with one-one copy of computer, office, fee receipt and original mark-sheets submission is mandatory

one copy of online revaluation to be submitd in principal office and one copy preserve for record of students.
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